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   Abstract—Nowadays,  the  microgrid  cluster  is  an  important
application  scenario  for  energy  trading.  In  trading,  one  of  the
most  important  research  directions  is  the  issue  of  pricing.  To
determine reasonable pricing for the microgrid cluster, data com-
munication  is  used  to  create  the  cyber-physical  system  (CPS),
which can improve the observability of microgrids. Then, the fol-
lowing  works  are  carried  out  in  the  CPS.  In  the  physical  layer:
1) Regarding trading between microgrids and the load, based on
the  generalized  game theory,  an  optimal  pricing  strategy  is  pro-
posed,  which  takes  into  account  the  interactive  relationships
among  microgrids  and  transforms  the  pricing  problem  into  a
Nikaido-Isoda function to obtain the optimal prices conveniently;
2) Regarding peer-to-peer trading between two microgrids, based
on  evolutionary  game  theory  and  the  penalty  mechanism,  the
optimal sale price of the seller is selected with boundary rational-
ity. In the cyber layer, regarding the communication interruption
issue existing in pricing (i.e., the game process), based on the prin-
ciple  of  matching  the  performance  of  the  path  with  the  impor-
tance degree of the data, a dynamic regulating method of paths is
proposed, i.e., adopting a new path to re-transmit the interrupted
data to the destination.  Finally,  the effect  of  the proposed strate-
gies is verified by case studies.
    Index Terms— Communication  interruption,  dynamic  regulating,

game, microgrid cluster, pricing.
  

Abbreviation:
RER Renewable energy resource
MG Microgrid
CPMGC Cyber-physical microgrid cluster
P2P Peer-to-Peer
ESU Energy storage unit
CDER Controllable distributed energy resource
KKT Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
ESS Evolutionary stable state

Parameters:

Un
n-thThe payoff of the  MG in the trading

between the CPMGC and the load
pricen n-thThe sale price of the  MG
price−n

n-th
The  sale  price  set  of  other  MGs  except
the  MG

Qn
n-th
The energy demand of the load from the

 MG

N The number of MGs in CPMGC
E The interactive coefficient matrix
Qn.max

n-th
The maximum demand of  the  load from
the  MG

Ei,n

i ∈ [1,N] n ∈ [1,N]

The  interactive  coefficient  between  the
energy sold by the n-th MG and the sale
price of the i-th MG ( ; )

v A positive constant
pricenmin
pricenmax

 and The  minimum  and  maximum  prices  of
the n-th MG

PLoad Demand of loads

pricek

pk = {pk
1, . . . , p

k
N}

The sale price vector at the k-th iteration,
i.e., 

dk Vector representing the variation of price
at the k-th iteration

I The identity matrix
ξ A positive constant

Nb NsN = ( , ) The set of players in evolutionary game
Nb The set of buyers
Ns The set of sellers
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Sb SsS = ( , ) The set of trading strategies
Sb

Sb1
Sb2

The  set  of  purchasing  strategies  includ-
ing “purchasing  energy” ( )  and “not
purchasing energy” ( )

Ss
Ss1 Ss2

Ss3

The set  of sale strategies including “low
price” ( ), “medium  price” ( )  and
“high price” ( )

P = {p1, p2,q1,
q2,q3}

p1
p2

q1 q2 q3

The  set  of  game  probability,  where 
and  represent  the  selection  probabil-
ity  of  the  two  purchasing  strategies
respectively; ,  and  represent  the
selection  probability  of  the  three  sale
strategies respectively

Ub = (b11,b12,
· · · ,bi j, . . . , )

bi jThe  payoff  set  of  the  buyer,  where 
represents  the  payoff  of  the  buyer  when
it  chooses  the  strategy i and  the  seller
chooses the strategy j

Us = (s11, s12,
· · · , si j, . . . , )

si jThe  payoff  set  of  the  seller,  where 
represents the payoff of the seller when it
chooses  the  strategy j and  the  buyer
chooses the strategy i

Us1 Us2
Us2

,  and The payoff of the seller under three kinds
of sale prices respectively

Ūs The average payoff of the seller

Ub1 Ub2 and The payoff of the buyer under two kinds
of purchasing strategies respectively

Ūb The average payoff of the buyer
Atti j.k The k-th attribute of the channel from the

MG i to  the  MG j,  which  includes  the
security  risk,  the  congestion  level,  and
the  transmission  speed  (these  attributes
are known values that can be obtained by
the existing assessment methods), etc.

ai j

ai j = 1 ai j = 0

It  represents  the  connection-ship  from
the i-th  MG  to  the j-th  MG.  If  the  two
MGs  are  connected, ;  oth-
erwise.

astart ja jend
 and They represent the connection-ship from

the  start  node  to  the j-th  node/  the j-th
node to the end node

N j The  neighbor  nodes  which  can  be  con-
nected with the j-th node directly

Maxmiddlel.input The allowable number of input channels
of the l-th top node

Maxmiddlel.out The  allowable  number  of  output  chan-
nels of the l-th top node

  

I.  Introduction
  

A.  Motivation

A S we know, the generation of RERs is random. To make
RERs supply energy for loads smoothly, a system called

“MG” composed  of  ESU,  RER,  and  CDER  was  developed
[1]−[5]. However, the energy supply from a single MG is lim-
ited, and multiple MGs are formed into an “MGC” that works
to provide energy to the load.  Recently,  so as to increase the
observability  and  controllability  of  MGC,  information  tech-
nology is being widely used to transform MGC into CPMGC [6].

Currently, the energy trading in CPMGC includes two cate-
gories: 1) the MGs in the CPMGC supply energy to the load,
i.e.,  CPMGC trading;  2)  one  MG supplies  energy  to  another
MG, i.e., P2P trading. As described in [7], when an MG sells
energy to a load or another MG, it wants to get a high payoff
with  a  suitable  sale  price.  Therefore,  CPMGC  has  to  face  a
series of pricing problems, for example, Problem 1: When the
CPMGC  supplies  energy  to  the  load,  the  load  will  purchase
more energy from MG at a low price, so the sale price and the
energy sold of one MG are contradictory. Therefore, determi-
nation  of  the  suitable  pricing  is  worth  considering.  Problem
2: In P2P trading between two MGs, since the buyer can also
choose to cut off a redundant local load, determining the suit-
able  pricing  to  attract  the  buyer  to  purchase  energy  is  worth
considering.  In  the  above  trading,  the  information  including
load  demand  or  sale  price  is  transmitted  between  the  buyer
and the seller through the communication network. However,
due to strong dependence on pricing and data communication,
the  communication  problem  cannot  be  ignored.  Problem  3:
Among  the  existing  communication  issues,  communication
interruption  will  directly  cause  data  integrity  to  drop  to  0,
which  has  the  worst  impact.  Currently,  when  a  channel  is
interrupted,  other  paths  will  be  used  to  complete  the  data
transmission.  However,  the  alternative  paths  available  are
often  diverse,  and  it  is  worthwhile  to  consider  how  to  select
the optimal path to better complete the pricing work.  

B.  Literature Review
Regarding  Problems  1−3,  many  achievements  have  been

studied by scholars as follows.
1) Design of the Pricing Strategy for CPMGC Trading
For Problem 1, existing pricing methods can be divided into

two categories: optimization-based and game-based. From the
perspective  of  optimization,  the  pricing  problem in  MG con-
sidering electric vehicle participation was discussed in [8]; an
optimal  pricing  strategy  for  MG  in  the  real-time  balancing
market  was  designed  in  [9];  the  multi-objective  risk-con-
strained  pricing  strategy  for  CPMGC  was  proposed  in  [10].
From the perspective of the game, many scholars had applied
cooperative  games  [11]  or  non-cooperative  games  [12]  to
complete  pricing,  and  the  latter  has  been  favored  by  most
scholars. For example, Tushar et al. [13] constructed a Stack-
elberg game model to explore how both sides can benefit from
pricing;  Asimakopoulou et  al. [14]  and  Lee et  al. [15]  dis-
cussed the game-based pricing problem between the main grid
and the CPMGC.

However,  in  [8]−[15],  no  matter  the  optimization  or  game
methods,  the  interactive  relationships  among  MGs  are  not
considered.  In  fact,  the  sale  price  of  each MG will  affect  the
payoffs  of  other  MGs.  Therefore,  determining  how to  model
the interactive relationship and take it into account in the pric-
ing strategy is important.

2) Design of the Pricing Strategy for P2P Trading
For  Problem  2,  based  on  non-cooperative  game  theory,

some scholars have carried out similar studies on energy trad-
ing  between  two MGs.  For  example,  the  game-based  trading
architecture was constructed in [16], [17], where the seller and
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the buyer tend to maximize payoff and minimize the payment,
respectively;  Paudel et  al. [18]  applied  the  non-cooperative
game model  to analyze the trading behaviors  of  MGs in P2P
trading;  a  game-based  decision-making  mechanism  was  pro-
posed in [17], which was used to select the trading strategy for
the  buyer;  the  P2P  energy  trading  in  a  prosumer-based  com-
munity MG was studied in [18],  which completes pricing for
sellers  by  a  non-cooperative  game;  the  marginal-cost  based
pricing method in MG was studied in [19], which developed a
divide-and-conquer method to improve the payoff of the over-
all system.

However,  methods  in  [16]−[19]  all  assume  that  both  sides
of  the  game  are  completely  rational,  i.e.,  every  player  never
considers how other players will react to his decision and will
only  choose  the  action  which  maximizes  his  payoff.  More-
over,  a  completely rational  game requires the player to make
no  mistakes  and  determine  the  optimal  solution  each  time.
Thus,  the  real-time performance  of  the  game is  poor  and  the
game  results  are  not  always  reasonable  due  to  such  rigorous
requirements.

3) Study of Communication Issues During Pricing
For Problem 3, it can be divided into two categories, one is

the problem of communication equipment, such as communi-
cation device failure, and the other is the problem of commu-
nication  data,  such  as  the  lack  of  data  integrity,  etc.  For  the
first category, relevant studies have been conducted by schol-
ars. For example, as shown in [20], the authors mentioned that
when some communication problems exist in the pricing pro-
cess,  such  as  DoS  attacks,  defense  methods  are  proposed;  in
[21],  the  authors  analyzed  and  elaborated  on  communication
security  and  privacy  protection  issues  that  need  to  be
addressed  in  the  pricing  and  point  out  that  communication
issues  will  directly  affect  the  proper  execution  of  the  pricing
strategy. The second category has also been studied by many
scholars.  For example, in [22], [23], the authors analyzed the
impact of false data injection attacks on the pricing results.

However, in [20]−[23], the impact of communication equip-
ment failure or incomplete communication data is recognized
as network congestion which can be addressed by the defense
mechanism.  There  is  less  literature  on  designing  response
strategies once the communication path is interrupted directly
or data is lost completely. Further research is needed on how
to complete the pricing task under such severe failures.  

C.  Works and Innovations
To  address  the  problems  in  existing  studies,  as  shown  in

Fig. 1, the following works have been proposed.
Work 1: When CPMGC supplies energy to the load, reason-

able sale prices are designed for each MG based on the gener-
alized game model.

Work  2:  Regarding  P2P  trading,  the  evolutionary  game
model is used to complete pricing for the seller.

Work 3: The dynamic regulation of the communication path
is  used  to  address  the  communication  interruption  issue  dur-
ing pricing.

The innovations are as follows:
Innovation 1: In the trading between MGC and the load, the

interactive relationships among MGs are taken into account in

pricing, which improves the rationality of pricing. Meanwhile,
the calculation process of optimal prices has been effectively
simplified by the generalized game theory.

Due to the fact that payoff of one MG is related to the sale
prices  of  other  MGs,  this  kind  of  interactive  relationship  is
considered in this study and it is modeled innovatively as elas-
ticity  coefficients  at  first.  Then,  the  pricing  problem  is
regarded as a generalized game model and the model will  be
transformed  into  a  Nikaido-Isoda  function.  Finally,  the  opti-
mal pricing can be completed by the Newton’s method, which
reduces computational complexity.

Innovation 2: In P2P trading, the boundary rationality char-
acteristics of the seller and buyer are taken into account in the
pricing  process.  Meanwhile,  the  penalty  mechanism  is
designed in the game, which enhances the rationality of pric-
ing and ensures that pricing results are evolutionarily stable.

First of all, the relationship between the buyer and the seller
is  constructed  innovatively  as  an  evolutionary  game  model.
Meanwhile, the penalty mechanism is considered in the game,
which  will  create  constraints  on  both  sides  of  the  game  and
ensure that the game results are evolutionarily stable. Thus, it
can  make  pricing  more  reasonable.  Finally,  according  to  the
ESS  analysis,  the  optimal  sale  price  of  the  seller  will  be
selected with boundary rationality.

Innovation  3:  Based  on  the  idea  of “dynamic  regulating”
and the principle of matching the security of the path with the
importance degree of the data,  the communication path is re-
routed to ensure that the data will be transmitted successfully
to  the  destination  side  to  ensure  the  smooth  execution  of  the
pricing strategy.

Based on the idea of “dynamic regulating”, the communica-
tion path involved in pricing is dynamically optimized. When
a communication channel is interrupted, it tries to transfer the
interrupted data to the destination via other paths. In this way,
it can ensure that the data needed for pricing will be transmit-
ted properly. Moreover, the importance of the data is also con-
sidered  in  dynamic  regulating,  ensuring  that  data  with  high
importance will be sent to the destination through a path with
high performance.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
The  pricing  strategies  for  multiple  MGs  and  P2P  trading  are
designed in Sections II and III, respectively. In Section IV, the
dynamic  regulating  method  is  proposed.  The  simulation
results  are  given  in  Section  V.  Conclusions  are  collected  in
Section VI.  
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Physical layer: P2P trading
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Construct the
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Fig. 1.     The relationship of works in this study.
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II.  Design of the Pricing Strategy for CPMGC Trading

In  this  paper,  three  problems  are  studied,  which  are “the
pricing  problem  in  MGC  trading”, “the  pricing  problem  in
P2P trading”,  and “the  communication uncertainty  problem”.
Among  them,  P2P  trading  and  MGC  trading  are  sequential,
and  MGC  trading  will  be  performed  when  P2P  trading
between two MGs is  completed;  reliable  communication  is  a
prerequisite for completing both types of trading, so the com-
munication uncertainty problem needs to be solved during the
trading  process.  The  studied  structure  is  shown  in Fig. 2,
including the pricing component in CPMGC trading with load
(blue  part),  the  pricing  component  in  P2P  trading  (orange
part),  and  the  dynamic  regulating  component  of  communica-
tion paths (gray part). Game algorithms are all involved in the
game center, which can support the operating environment for
these algorithms.

In  the  architecture,  bandwidth  and delay  issues  are  consid-
ered,  where  the  bandwidth  is  100  Mbps,  the  transmission
speed is  12 MB/s,  and the allowed time-delay is  50 ms [24].
Since MGC trading is a many-to-one transaction, information
from  all  participants  is  required  and  pricing  instructions  are
generated  simultaneously  for  participants  to  facilitate  the
supervision  of  all  participants  and  ensure  uniformity.  There-
fore,  the usage of centralized communication is  suitable.  The
related topology is as Fig. 3. The inputs include the sale prices
of  MGs  and  the  load  demand;  the  outputs  are  optimal  sale
prices of the seller and the actions of the buyer.

Qn = Qn.max−∑N
i=1 Ei,n× pricei

CPMGC  trading  includes  multiple  sellers  and  one  buyer,
and  multiple  MGs  strive  to  maximize  their  payoffs  and  they
are  in  a  competitive  relationship.  Moreover,  the  payoffs  of
each  MG are  affected  by  the  prices  of  other  MGs,  and  there
are constraints among them. In summary, this kind of game is
similar  to  the  generalized  game  [25].  Considering  that  many
MGs  need  to  be  priced,  the  generalized  game  model  [25]  is
applied  and  a  cooperation  agreement  needs  to  be  followed
among these MGs: “When the prices of MGs are selected, the
n-th  MG  will  supply  energy  according  to 

,  where N is  the  number  of  MGs” [26].  In
such cases, since the price of an MG is inversely proportional

to  the  amount  of  energy  it  sells,  all  MGs  will  not  easily
change their prices to avoid the decline in the payoff.  

A.  The Game Objective of Each MG

n-th
max Un(pricen, price−n) = max pricen×Qn

Qn

To  solve  the  pricing  problem  in  MGC  trading  and  maxi-
mize the benefits of each MG, the game objective of the 
MG  is  set  as  ,
where  is as (1).
 

Qn = Qn.max−
N∑

i=1

Ei,n× pricei

 

E =


E1,1 E1,2 · · · E1,N

E2,1 E2,2 · · · E2,N

...
...

. . .
...

EN,1 EN,2 · · · EN,N


. (1)

The  matrix E represents  the  interactive  relationship  among
MGs, where the influence from each MG itself is dominant, so
these coefficients in E need to satisfy
 

En,n≫
∣∣∣Ei,n
∣∣∣ , i , n, Ei,n < 0. (2)

In the game, there should be
 

pricenmin ≤ pricen ≤ pricenmax,n = 1,2, . . . ,N;
N∑

n=1

Qn = PLoad.

(3)
Each  player’s  payoff  is  related  to  other  players’ prices.
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Fig. 2.     The overall pricing and power regulation process of CPMGC.
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Fig. 3.     The used communication topology in CPMGC trading with the load.
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pricen n = 1,2, . . . ,N Un(pricen, price−n)
price∗ = (price∗n, price∗−n) ∈ RN

Un(price∗n, price∗−n) ≤
Un(pricen, price∗−n) Ei j Ei j =

(∆Price j/Price j)/(∆Pricei/Pricei)

There are three elements in this game model: 1) Player: MGs
in  CPMGC;  2)  Strategy:  the  sale  price  of  each  MG,  i.e.,

, ;  3)  Payoff: .  The
vector  is  called  the  general-
ized  Nash  equilibrium  solution  when 

;  can  be  calculated  through 
.

In the game, pricing can be regarded as a kind of complete
information  game  and  the  matrix E is  a  known  quantity.  At
present,  related  pricing  problems  are  also  studied  in  many
works [27], [28].  

B.  Related Proofs of Nash Equilibrium Solution
En,n > 0 Ei,n < 0

max Un(pricen, price−n) =max pricen×Qn

Theorem  1: If  and ,  the  constructed  game
model  has  only
one Nash equilibrium solution.

Proof:
a) Proof of the existence of an equilibrium solution

max Un(pricen, price−n) =max pricen×Qn
pricen

In actuality,  it  can be seen from [29] that  there must  be an
optimal  solution  for  a  convex  optimization  problem.  Thus,  it
should  prove  the  game  objective  function  is  convex.  In  this
paper,  it  needs to prove the second derivative of the function

 with respect to the
price  is  non-negative  (for  problem  finding  the  mini-
mum  value)  or  negative  (for  problem  finding  the  maximum
value).

Un(pricen, price−n)
pricen

Regarding  the  function ,  its  one  order
partial derivation to  is
 

∂Un(pricen, price−n)
∂pricen

= −2pricenEn,n+Qn.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,n pricei. (4)

If ∂Un(pricen,price−n)
∂pricen

= 0, the solution is
 

pricen = φ(price)

=

(Qn.max−
N∑

i,n
Ei,n pricei)

2En,n
, n ∈ N. (5)

Thus,  these  poles  can  be  obtained  and  the  related  second-
order derivation is
 

∂U2
n(pricen, price−n)
∂price2

n
= −2En,n < 0, n ∈ N. (6)

Un(pricen, price−n) pricen
Un(pricen, price−n)

Un(pricen, price−n)

According  to  (6),  the  second-order  partial  derivative  of
 to  is  less  than 0.  Due to  the  func-

tion  getting  the  maximum  payoff,
 can be seen as convex. In summary, it can

prove that the game problem has a Nash equilibrium solution.■
b) Proof of the uniqueness of equilibrium solution

maxUn(pricen, price−n)

In this subsection, the related process of designs is referred
from  [26]  and  [30].  It  is  pointed  out  that  when  the  best
response  of  is  standard,  the  Nash
equilibrium solution is unique. To continue the proof, the fol-
lowing Definition 1 and Lemma 1 are given in advance.

price ≥ 0Definition  1  [26],  [30]: For  any ,  the  response

φ(price) φ(price) =
(φ1(price, . . . ,φn(price)))

φ(price) > 0 price ≥
price′ φ(price) ≥ φ(price′)

α α> 1 αφ(price) ≥ φ(αprice)

 is  standard  when  the  best  response 
 meets  the  following  conditions.  1)

Strictly  positive: ;  2)  Monotonic:  if 
, then ; 3) Scalable: for any coeffi-

cient ( ), there is .
φ(price) = (φ1(price, . . . ,φn(price)))Lemma 1 [26], [30]: If 

is standard, the game problem has a unique Nash equilibrium
solution.

φ(price)
Now,  the  proof  is  transformed  into  verifying  that  the

response  is standard, and Theorem 2 is given.
En,n > 0

max Un(pricen, price−n) =max pricen×Qn

Theorem  2: If , then  the  best  response  of
 is standard.

Proof :
φ(price)a) Verify the  is strictly positive

φ(price)
To  judge  whether  the  best  response  is  larger  than  0,  the

 in (5) is firstly re-written as
 

φ(price) =
Qn(price)

2En,n
+

pricen

2
, n ∈ N. (7)

φ(price) > 0
In the actual CPMGC, the sale prices of MGs must be posi-

tive. Therefore, it can find that .
φ(price)b) Verify the function  is monotonic

price ≥ price′ pricen
price′n pricen ≥ price′n φ(price)

Inequality  means  that  for  any  and
, there is  still .  Thus,  is  mono-

tonic if and only if (8) and (9) hold.
 

φm
([

price1, . . . , pricem, . . . , pricen, . . . , priceN
])

≥ φm
([

price1, . . . , price′m, . . . , pricen, . . . , priceN
])

(8)
 

φn
([

price1, . . . , pricem, . . . , pricen, . . . , priceN
])

≥ φn
([

price1, . . . , price′m, . . . , pricen, . . . , priceN
])
. (9)

∂φn(price)
∂pricem

≥ 0
∂φm(price)
∂pricem

≥ 0
Thus, the proof can be simplified to prove  and

,  where  the  first  inequality  is  held  because  of
 

∂φn(price)
∂pricem

= −
Em,n

2En,n
> 0. (10)

∂φm(price)
∂pricem

> 0
φ(price)

In  a  similar  way,  it  can  find  that .  Therefore,
the function  is monotone.

φ(price)c) Verify the function  is scalable
αφ(price) φ(αprice)By comparing  and , there is

 

αφn(price)−φn(αprice)

=

αQn.max−α
N∑

i,n
Ei,n pricei

2En,n

−
Qn.max−

NC∑
i,n

Ei,nαpricei

2En,n

=
(α−1)Qn

2En,n
, ∀n ∈ N. (11)

En,n > 0 α α > 1
αφn(price) ≥ φn(αprice) φ(price)

When ,  it  can  find  that  for  any  ( ),  there  is
always .  Therefore,  is  scal-
able. ■

In  summary,  it  is  concluded  that  there  is  a  unique  optimal
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max Un(pricen, price−n)solution to the problem .  

C.  The Solution to the Game Problem
price∗To  find  the  optimal  solution ,  the  generalized  game

problem is transformed into a convex optimization problem by
constructing a Nikaido-Isoda function [31] as
 

ψ(price) =
N∑

n=1

[
Un(pricek+1

n , price−n)−Un(pricek
n, price−n)

+
α

2

∥∥∥pricek+1
n − pricen

∥∥∥2]. (12)

pricek
n

pricek+1
n

Equation  (12)  represents  the  increased  payoff  of  the n-th
MG  when  this  MG  changes  its  sale  price  from  to

, while other MGs’ prices remain unchanged; k repre-
sents  the k-th  iteration.  Correspondingly,  the  objective  func-
tion is
 

V(price) = maxψ(price) =max
N∑

n=1

[
Un(pricek+1

n , price−n)

−Un(pricek
n, price−n)

+
α

2

∥∥∥pricek+1
n − pricen

∥∥∥2] (13)

α pricek+1
n =

argmin
∑N

n=1[Un(pricek
n, price−n) − α2

∥∥∥ pricek+1
n − pricek

n

∥∥∥2].
where  is a positive constant. Thus, there should be 

When  the  constraint  condition  in  (3)  is  considered,  based  on
the  log  barrier  method  [32],  the  solution  to  problem  (13)  is
transformed as finding the solution to problem as
 

f1 = min
N∑

n=1

[
Un(pricek

n, price−n)− α
2

∥∥∥pricek+1
n − pricek

n

∥∥∥2]

−
N∑

n=1

u1n log(pricen− pricenmin)

−
N∑

n=1

u1n log(pricenmax− pricen)

s.t. f2 =
N∑

n=1

Qn(price)−PLoad = 0. (14)

f2 = 0 ∇ f1(x)+ v∇ f2(x) = 0The  related  KKT  condition  is ; ,
where v is  an  auxiliary  coefficient.  For  the  convex optimiza-
tion  problem,  its  Hessian  matrix  is  negative  definite  and  the
optimal  goal  is  to  get  the  maximum  value.  Therefore,  the
application conditions of Newton’s method can be met. So far,
a lot of works [33], [34] have also proved the convergence of
Newton’s  method.  Correspondingly,  the  following  equation
needs to be calculated.
 

min f1(pricek + dk) s.t. f2(pricek + dk) = 0. (15)

Based on the Taylor formula,  the corresponding KKT con-
ditions of the k-th iteration can be obtained as
  f2(pricek + dk) = 0

∇ f1(pricek)+∇2 f1 (pricek)dk + v∇ f2(pricek + dk) = 0.
(16)

dk pricek+1 =

pricek + dk ∣∣∣pricek+1− pricek
∣∣∣ ≤ ξ

pricek+1

k = k+1

According to (16),  can be obtained and then 
 can be also obtained. Meanwhile, it is necessary to

judge whether  the condition   is  met.  If
so,  the  value  of  is  the  optimal  solution.  If  not,  let

 and return to update the solution to (16).
For the MGC, when an MG is added or withdrawn from the

system, only the output value Qn and the coefficient matrix E
in (1) need to be updated.  

III.  Selection of Pricing Strategy for Seller in
P2P Trading

In P2P trading, both sides of the game are bounded rational,
and both sides of the game can change the game strategy, not
one-time  completion,  showing  dynamic  game  characteristics.
In  summary,  this  kind  of  game  is  similar  to  an  evolutionary
game. The related study is related to the orange part in Fig. 1,
where  the  communication  topology  is  shown  in Fig. 4.  To
solve  the  pricing  problem  in  P2P  trading  and  maximize  the
benefits of the two MGs, an evolutionary game model is con-
structed firstly; then, the ESS will be analyzed to simulate the
trend  of  the  strategy  selection  probability  of  the  two  MGs;
finally,  the  optimal  pricing  strategy  will  be  selected  for  the
seller.
 

Buyer
MG 

Seller
MG

Purchasing probability

Local load

Pricing strategy

Local loadLoad

Evolutionary game

 
Fig. 4.     The communication topology in P2P trading.
   

A.  Building the Evolutionary Game Model
The constructed game tree is in Fig. 5, and the related defi-

nitions are given first to build the game model.
 

Buyer

Seller Seller

p1, Sb1

q1, Ss1

q2, Ss2 q2, Ss2

q3, Ss3 q1, Ss1 q3, Ss3

p2, Sb2

 
Fig. 5.     The game tree.
 

Nb Ns
Nb Ns

S b S s S b = {purchase energy,
load shedding}

S s = {low price, medium price, high price}
P = {p1, p2,q1,q2,q3}

p1 p2

Definition  2  [35],  [36]: The  evolutionary  game model  can
be  represented  by  a  set  (N, S, P, Ub, Us).  The  related  mean-
ings  of  the  parameters  are  as  follows:  1) N =  ( , )  is  the
player space, where  is the buyer set;  is the seller set; 2)
S = ( , ) is the strategy space, where 

 represents  the  purchasing  strategies  of  the
seller;  represents
the  pricing  strategies  of  the  seller;  3) 
represents the game probability, where  and  represent the
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q1,q2,q3
Ub = (b11+ κb′11

b′11,b12+ κb′12
b′12, . . . ,bi j+

κb′i j
b′i j, . . . , ) bi j

κb′i j
b′i j

κb′i j
= 0

κb′i j
= 1

Us = (s11+ κs′11
s′11, s12+ κs′12

s′12, . . . , si j+ κs′i j
s′i j, . . . , )

si j

κs′i j
κs′i j
= 0

κs′i j
= 1

selection probabilities of the two purchasing strategies respec-
tively;  represent  the  selection  probability  of  three
prices respectively; 4) 

 represents the payoff of the buyer, where  rep-
resents  the  payoff  of  the  buyer  when it  selects  strategy i and
the seller selects strategy j;  represent the penalty mech-
anism when the buyer selects other strategies casually; 
if  the  buyer  obeys  the  game  result  in  normal,  other-
wise;  5) 
represents  the  payoff  of  the  seller,  where  represents  the
payoff  of  the  seller  when  it  selects  strategy j and  the  buyer
selects  strategy i;  represent  the penalty mechanism when
the  seller  selects  other  prices  casually;  if  the  buyer
obeys the game result in normal,  otherwise.

Definition 3 (Replicate dynamic function ) [34]: The core of
replicate  dynamic function is  that  the proportion of  individu-
als  adopting  a  strategy  that  can  bring  a  higher  payoff  in  the
cluster  will  be  gradually  increased.  The  dynamic  differential
equation can be used to describe the process.  

B.  Analysis of the Evolutionarily Stable State
1) Calculation of the Seller’s Replication Dynamic Equation

Ūs

In  normal  situations,  the  seller  will  obey  the  game  results,
and the expected payoff and average payoff  are
 

Us1 = p1s11+ (1− p1)s21,Us2 = p1s12+ (1− p1)s22

Us3 = p1s13+ (1− p1)s23,

Ūs = q1Us1+q2Us2+ (1−q1−q2)Us3. (17)

dqi(t)
dt = qi(UDi− ŪD), i = 1,2

In the game process, the variations of the selection probabil-
ity  can  be  described  as  the  replication  dynamic  equation

 [35], [36].
 

dq1(t)
dt
= q1(Us1− Ūs) = q1{p1s11+ (1− p1)s21

−q1Us1−q2Us2+ (1−q1−q2)Us3}
= q1{p1[s11−q1s11−q2s12− (1−q1−q2)s13]

+ (1− p1)[s21−q1s21−q2s22− (1−q1−q2)s23]}
dq2(t)

dt
= q2(Us2− Ūs) = q2{p1s12+ (1− p1)s22

−q1Us1−q2Us2+ (1−q1−q2)Us3}
= q2{p1[s12−q1s11−q2s12− (1−q1−q2)s13]

+ (1− p1)[s22−q1s21−q2s22− (1−q1−q2)s23]}.
(18)

q3 = 1−q1−q2
q3

It should be noticed that , and the replication
dynamic equation of  is omitted in this study.

2) Calculation of the Buyer’s Replication Dynamic Equation
ŪbSimilarly, the expected payoff and average payoff  of the

buyer should be calculated firstly as
 

Ub1 = q1b11+q2b12+ (1−q1−q2)b13

Ub2 = q1b21+q2b22+ (1−q1−q2)b23 (19)
 

Ūb = p1Ub1+ (1− p1)Ub2. (20)
dp1(t)

dt − dp2(t)
dt

dp1(t)
dt

It should be noticed that because of  = , so only
 is calculated according to (21).

 

dp1(t)
dt
= p1(Ub1− Ūb) = p1{q1b11+q2b12+ (1−q1

−q2)b13− p1Ub1− (1− p1)Ub2}
= p1{q1[b11− p1b11− (1− p1)b21]

+q2[b12− p1b12− (1− p1)b22]

+ (1−q1−q2)[b13− p1b13− (1− p1)b23]}. (21)
3) Joint-Solution Method

p1 q1 q2
p1 = 0
q1 = 0
q2 = 0


p1 = 0
q1 = 1
q2 = 0

p1
q1 q2

If  (18) = 0 and (21) = 0 are solved simultaneously,  several
groups of solutions ( , , ) can be obtained. Among these

solutions,  some  terms  like  or  represent  that

the buyer or the seller chooses to purchase or sell energy with
probability 1 or probability 0 respectively; other solutions rep-
resent  that  the  buyer  and  the  seller  choose  to  buy  or  sell
energy with different probabilities. For the original points ( ,

, )  existing  on  the  boundary  or  surface  of  the  feasible
region, the variation of selection probability will  be analyzed
directly, and the related payoff matrix is set as Table I.
 

TABLE I 

Payoff Matrix of Players

Buyer
Seller

Low
price

Medium
price

High
price

Purchasing energy −Val,Val −Va2,Va2 −Va3,Va3

Load shedding −Cd ,0 −Cd ,0 −Cd ,0
 
 

Va1
Sb1 Ss1 Va2

Sb1 Ss2 Va3
Sb1

Ss3 Cd
Sb2

In Table I,  represents  the  payoff  of  the  buyer  when  it
selects  and the seller selects ;  represents the payoff
of the buyer when it selects  and the seller selects ; 
represents the payoff of the buyer when it selects  and the
seller  selects ;  represents  the  paid  cost  of  the  buyer
when it selects .

q2 = 0

dp(t)
dt = p(Ub1− Ūb)= p{qb11+ (1−q)b21− pUb1+ (1− p)Ub2} =

p(1− p)[q(b11−b21−b12+b22)+b21−b22]
p1

To  give  an  example  of  the  evolutionary  game  process,  we
set  in this section and give the analysis process. Corre-
spondingly,  the  replication  dynamic  equation  of  the  buyer  is

 
.  The  dynamic  va-

riation of  is as Figs. 6 and 7.
 

10

dp1(t)
dt

p1

 
of dp

dt when q1 ≤ (b22 −b21)/(b11 −b21 −b12 +b22)Fig. 6.     The variation  .
 

q ≤ (b22−b21)/(b11−b21−b12+b22)
q1 > (b22−b21)/(b11−

b21−b12+b22)
p1,q1,q2

It finds that when , p1 =
0 is the buyer’s optimal strategy; when 

, p1 =  1  is  the  buyer’s  optimal  strategy.  The
variations are in line with the actual situation. When 
are all not zero, each initial case corresponds to a point in the
feasible  region  and  each  point  will  be  changed  to  the  stable
state in the final.
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If  the  penalty  mechanism  is  considered  in  the  game,  the
payoff matrix is changed to Table II.
 

TABLE II 

Payoff Matrix With Penalty Mechanism of Players

Buyer
Seller

Low
price

Medium
price

High
price

Purchasing energy
−Val + κb′11

b′11,

Val + κs′11
s′11

−Va2 + κb′12
b′12,

Va2 + κs′12
s′12

−Va3 + κb′13
b′13,

Va3 + κs′13
s′13

Load shedding
−Cd + κb′11

b′11,

0+ κs′11
s′11

−Cd + κb′12
b′12,

0+ κs′12
s′12

−Cd + κb′13
b′13,

0+ κs′13
s′13

 
 

Once the penalty mechanism is considered in the game pro-
cess, the game process is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Fig. 8 indi-
cates that when the seller chooses to change from a high price
to a low price,  it  would be changed from curve 1 to curve 2,
but  under  the  penalty  mechanism,  it  would  be  changed  from
curve 1 to curve 3, ensuring that the high price is still selected;
Fig. 9 indicates that when the seller chooses to change from a
low price to a high price, it would be changed from curve 1 to
curve  3,  but  under  the  penalty  mechanism,  it  would  be
changed from curve 1 to curve 3, ensuring that the low price is
still selected. In summary, when a buyer or seller violates the
game results, the use of a penalty mechanism can force them
to follow the game results.  The design of the penalty mecha-
nism should obey the following conditions:
 

q1+∆q1 ≤

b22−b21+ κb22′ b
′
22− κb′21

b′21

b11−b21−b12+b22+κb′11
b′11+κb′22

b′22−κb′21
b′21−κb′12

b′12
(22a)

 

q1+∆q1 >

b22−b21+ κb′22
b′22− κb′21

b′21

b11−b21−b12+b22+κb′11
b′11+κb′22

b′22−κb′21
b′21−κb′12

b′12
.

(22b)
Remark  1: For  one  buyer,  just  one  seller  is  considered  in

this  trading.  If  there  are  many  sellers,  the  trading  process  is
similar to that in Section II.

Remark 2: The evolutionary game method with the penalty
mechanism can be expanded to other situations as long as the
payoffs and replication dynamic equations are updated.  

IV.  Dynamic Regulating of Communication Path

To solve the communication interruption problem involved
in trading and improve the reliability of centralized communi-

cation,  a  dynamic  regulating  algorithm is  proposed  to  recon-
struct  the  path  and  re-transmit  the  data  to  the  destination
through  the  reconstructed  path.  In  this  method, “dynamic”
means that the communication path will be passively changed
under  the  interference  of  communication  interruption,  show-
ing  dynamic  characteristics.  The  core  idea  of  this  algorithm
involves “determining  the  importance  degree  of  data”, “con-
struction  of  the  objective  function” and “dynamic  regulating
of the path”. The regulating process is shown in Fig. 10.
 

MG 1 MG 2 MG n 
price

Load

price

price

MG 3 
price

...

...

Dynamic regulating
Judging and regulating Communication

state
Regulating

result 

 
Fig. 10.     Execution process of the dynamic regulating algorithm.
 

A2
nIn Fig. 10,  there  are N MGs,  communication  channels,

where A means array. For example, in the trading between the
MGC  and  the  load,  once  the  communication  path  from  the
MG 1 to the game center is interrupted, then the original price
and elastic coefficients will be interrupted in transferring. The
dynamic  regulating  process  is  as  follows.  Firstly,  the  current
communication state of the network will be transmitted to the
dynamic regulating component  to  complete  the  state  identifi-
cation and path planning; furthermore, the generated planning
instructions will be sent to the MG 1 to complete path recon-
struction,  e.g.,  the  data  will  be  transmitted  directly  from  the
MG 1 to the MG 3 and then the MG 3 will  transmit the data
from the MG 1 back to the game center; finally, based on the
returned  data,  the  game  center  will  conduct  the  pricing  mis-
sion. The specific path planning algorithm is divided into the
following steps.

Step 1: Importance assessment of data
Based  on  (1) − (16),  the  importance  degree  of  data  can  be

calculated  by  the  partial  derivative  of  the  game  target  with

 

dp1(t)

0 1 p1

dt

 
of dp

dt when q1 > (b22 −b21)/(b11 −b21 −b12 +b22)Fig. 7.     The variation  .
 

 

0

dp1(t)
dt

p11

Curve 1

Curve 2 

Curve 3

 
of dp

dt when q1 ≤ (b22 −b21)/(b11 −b21 −b12 +b22)Fig. 8.     The variation  .
 

 

dp1(t)

0

dt

p11
Curve 1 

Curve 2 

Curve 3 

 
of dp

dt when q1 > (b22 −b21)/(b11 −b21 −b12 +b22)Fig. 9.     The variation  .
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respect to the data.
 

∇ f1(pricek)+∇2 f1 (pricek)dk + v∇ f2(pricek + dk) = 0

⇒ dk =
−[∇ f1(pricek)+ v∇ f2(pricek + dk)]

∇2 f1 (pricek)
(23)

where the related equations are as follows:
 

S umu−n =

N∑
n=1

[
Un(pricek

n, price−n)

− α
2

∥∥∥pricek+1
n − pricek

n

∥∥∥2]
−

N∑
n=1

u1n log(pricen− pricenmin)

−
N∑

n=1

u1n log(pricenmax− pricen)

 

∇ f1(pricek) =
∂S umu−n

∂pricek
n

 

∇2 f1(pricek) ≈ −2Ei,n+
u1n

(pricen− pricenmin)2ln210

+
u1n

(pricenmax− pricen)2ln210 (24)
 

∇ f2(pricek) = −Ei,n. (25)

∂dk

∂pricek
n

Furthermore,  the  importance  degree  of  data  can  be  calcu-
lated  as .  Regarding  P2P  trading,  based  on  (17) − (21),
and  (18)  =  0  and  (21)  =  0,  the  related  importance  degree  of
data can be also obtained. In the design of this paper, the path
with better performance is preferred for transferring data with
higher importance.

Step 2: Construction of the objective function
The  planned  communication  path  should  match  the  impor-

tance  degree  of  data  with  the  attributes  of  channels.  Taking
the  minimum as  the  optimal  objective,  the  following  designs
will be obtained.

If attributes of all  channels should be added together, there
is
 

Z =min
N∑

i=1

[∑
j∈Ni

Atti j.k × sign(ai j)
]
. (26)

where N represents  the number of  MG; min means the mini-
mum; sign is the sign function.

If  only  the  maximum value  of  attributes  is  required  to  sat-
isfy the condition
 

Z =min{max[Atti j.k × sign(ai j)]}, j ∈ Ni. (27)
Step 3: Dynamic regulating of path
When  the  path  from  the  start  position  to  the  destination  is

determined,  we  should  check  whether  the  following  condi-
tions  are  satisfied  by  the  path.  If  the  conditions  are  satisfied,
the  path  planning  is  completed;  otherwise,  the  above  pro-
cesses should be repeated.∑

j∈Nstart sign(astart j) = 1
∑

j∈Nstart sign(a jstart) = 0
a)  There  is  only  one  output  channel  at  the  start  position:

&& .
b)  There  is  only  one  input  channel  at  the  destination:

∑
j∈Nend sign(aend j) = 0

∑
j∈Nend sign(a jend) = 1&& .

c) Both output and input channels exist in middle nodes
 ∑

j∈Nmiddlel

sign(amiddlel j) ≥ 1 &&
∑

j∈Nmiddlel

sign(a jmiddlel ) ≥ 1.

(28)
d) The number of input channels and output channels of the

l-th middle node do not exceed the limit
 ∑

j∈Nmiddlel

sign(a jmiddlel ) ≤maxmiddlel.output (29)

 ∑
j∈Nmiddlel

sign(amiddlel j) ≤maxmiddlel.input. (30)

e)  The  attributes  of  the  planned  path  meet  the  set  require-
ments. For the k-th attribute
 

max
N∑

i=1

∑
j∈Ni

Atti j.k × sign(ai j)

 ≤ConditionAttk (31)

or
 

max[Atti j.k × sign(ai j)] ≤ConditionAttk , j ∈ Ni. (32)
  

V.  Case Studies and Analysis
  

A.  Case I: Verify the Effect of Pricing Strategy in CPMGC Trad-
ing

A  CPMGC  including  five  MGs  is  taken  as  the  subject  to
carry out the relevant simulation tests. The related model and
basic parameters are as Fig. 11 and Table III.
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Fig. 11.     The used CPMGC model in case studies.
 

1) Verify the Effect of the Contributed Method Considering
the Interactive Coefficient in Pricing: When the switch between
MG  4/MG  5  and  the  bus  is  disconnected,  the  energy  supply
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(MW ·h)
(MW ·h) (MW ·h)

(kW ·h)
(MW ·h)

E =


0.1 −0.0006 −0.0004

−0.0006 0.1 −0.0005
−0.0004 −0.0005 0.1



for  the  load  is  mainly  from MG 1 − MG 3.  In  this  study,  the
scales of three MGs are set as 95 kWh, 100 kWh, and 105 kWh,
respectively;  the  initial  sale  prices  are  set  as  200  $/ ,
180 $/ , and 160 $/ ; the load demand is set as
150 . The allowable range of sale price is designed as
“0 − 700 $/ ” and the elastic coefficient among them is
selected as

.

Thus
 

∂ f1
∂price1

= −2price1E1,1 + Q1.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,1 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price1

= −E1,1−E1,2−E1,3

 

∂ f1
∂price2

= −2price2E2,2 + Q2.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,2 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price2

= −E2,1−E2,2−E2,3

 

∂ f1
∂price3

= −2price3E3,3 + Q3.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,3 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price3

= −E3,1−E3,2−E3,3

 

∂ f2
∂price1

= −0.099

 

∂ f2
∂price2

= −0.0989

 

∂ f2
∂price3

= −0.0991

 

∇2 f1 =


−2E11 −E21 −E31

−E12 −2E22 −E32

−E13 −E23 −2E33

 .

When interactive coefficients are considered in pricing, the
simulation  results  are  shown  as Table IV;  when  interactive
coefficients  are  not  considered  in  pricing,  the  pricing  results
are shown as Table V and Fig. 12.
 

TABLE IV 

Pricing Results Considering E

Iteration

Parameter

d1; price1

($/(MW·h))
d2; price2

($/(MW·h))
d3; price3

($/(MW·h))

The 1st iteration
302.5767;
502.5767

325.0883;
505.0883

347.4840;
507.484

The 2nd iteration
−11.2401;
491.3366

0.0975;
505.1858

11.1316;
518.6156

The 3rd iteration
−5.6201;
485.7165

0.0487;
505.2345

5.5657;
524.1813

The 4th iteration
−2.8100;
482.9065

0.0244;
505.2589

2.7829;
526.9642

The 5th iteration
−1.3969;
481.5096

0.0203;
505.2792

1.3996;
528.3638

The 6th iteration
−0.7025;
480.8071

0.0061;
505.2853

0.6957;
529.0595

 
 

 
TABLE V 

Pricing Results Without Considering E

Iteration

Parameter

d1; price1

($/(MW·h))
d2; price2

($/(MW·h))
d3; price3

($/(MW·h))

The 1st iteration
297.5272;
497.5272

320.2003;
500.2003

342.2726;
502.2726

The 2nd iteration
−11.2365;
486.2907

0.0203;
500.2206

11.2161;
513.4887

The 3rd iteration
−5.6182;
480.6725

0.0102;
500.2308

5.6080;
519.0967

The 4th iteration
−2.8091;
477.8634

0.0051;
500.2359

2.8040;
521.9007

The 5th iteration
−1.4046;
476.4588

0.0026;
500.2385

1.4020;
523.3027

The 6th iteration
−0.7023;
475.7565

0.0013;
500.2398

0.7010;
524.0037

 
 

As shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b), the optimal sale prices of
the  three  MGs  ($(MW·h))  (i.e., 477.0592, 502.2469 and
526.7087; 475.7565, 500.2398 and 524.0037) in the two sce-
narios can be obtained in the sixth iteration. Correspondingly,
the payoffs of MG 1 − MG 3 in the two scenarios are $22.807,
$25.277  and  $27.796/$22.805,  $25.274  and  $27.793.  It  can
find that the consideration of the interactive coefficient is con-
ducive to improving the total payoff of CPMGC.

2) Verify the Effect of the Contributed Strategy When MG 4
Is Added: When MG 4 is added to the system, the sale prices

 

TABLE III 

The Basic Parameters in Case Studies

Parameter Value

Voltage and frequency of
CDERs

V1 = V2 = V3 = V4 = 700 V,
f1 = f2 = f3 = f4 = 50 Hz

Load 1/Load 2 80 kW, 8 kVar/15 kW, 1.5 kVar

Line impedance in MG 1,
MG 3, and MG 5

ZLine.CDER1-BUS = 0.612+ j3.18e−3 Ω
ZLine.CDER2-BUS = 0.613+ j3.18e−3 Ω
ZLine.CDER3-BUS = 0.614+ j3.18e−3 Ω
ZLine.CDER4-BUS = 0.615+ j3.18e−3 Ω

Line impedance in MG 2 and
MG 4

ZLine.CDER1-DER2 = 0.612+ j3.18e−3 Ω
ZLine.CDER2-DER3 = 0.613+ j3.18e−3 Ω
ZLine.CDER3-DER4 = 0.614+ j3.18e−3 Ω
ZLine.CDER3-DER4 = 0.615+ j3.18e−3 Ω
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of each MG will be changed and the relevant parameters will
be updated as follows:

 

E =


0.1 −0.0006 −0.0004 −0.0005

−0.0006 0.1 −0.0005 −0.0005
−0.0004 −0.0005 0.1 −0.0005
−0.0005 −0.0005 −0.0005 0.1

 .
Then

 

∂ f1
∂price1

= −2price1E1,1 + Q1.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,1 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price1

= −E1,1−E1,2−E1,3−E1,4

 

∂ f1
∂price2

= −2price2E2,2 + Q2.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,2 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price2

= −E2,1−E2,2−E2,3−E2,4
 

∂ f1
∂price3

= −2price3E3,3 + Q3.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,3 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price3

= −E3,1−E3,2−E3,3−E3,4

 

∂ f1
∂price4

= −2price4E4,4 + Q4.max−
N∑

i,n

Ei,4 pricei

 

∂ f2
∂price4

= −E4,1−E4,2−E4,3−E4,4

 

∂ f2
∂price1

= −0.0985

 

∂ f2
∂price2

= −0.0984

 

∂ f2
∂price3

= −0.0986

 

∂ f2
∂price4

= −0.0985

 

∇2 f1 =


−2E11 −E21 −E31 −E41

−E12 −2E22 −E32 −E42

−E13 −E23 −2E33 −E43

−E14 −E24 −E34 −2E44

 .

$/(MW ·h)
If  the sale price and the scale of MG 4 are selected as 150

 and  110  kW,  then Table VI and Fig. 13 can  be
obtained.  The  payoffs  of  the  four  MGs  are  as  follows:
$20.994,  $23.497,  $26.015,  and  $28.766.  It  finds  that  when
new MGs participate in pricing, the needed energy from a sin-
gle  MG  will  be  reduced,  resulting  in  a  lower  payoff.  To
increase payoff, the sale price of each MG will be higher than
the results in Fig. 12.  

B.  Case II: Verify the Effect of the Strategy Selection Method in
Two MGs Trading

Va1 = 0.1 Va2 = 0.2
Va3 = 0.3 Cd = 0.25

To  verify  whether  the  evolutionary  game  is  conducive  to
pricing  in  P2P trading,  the  case  that  MG 1  purchases  energy
from MG 2 is selected as an example. In this process, the pay-
off  matrix  involved is  as Table I,  where ; ;

; . To further complete the simulation com-
parison, the game results generated by the evolutionary game-
based  method  and  the  fuzzy  logic-based  method  are  com-
pared.  The  simulation  results  are  as Figs. 14 and 15 and  the
lines in different colors correspond to different probabilities.

p1
q3

p1 q2

As  shown  in Fig.14,  under  the  evolutionary  game-based
method,  these  probabilities  will  be  changed  dynamically  and
stable at different ESSs. When the initial probability  is rela-
tively low and  is high, the buyer will choose to cut off the
load because it considers that the cost of load shedding is less.
When  the  initial  probabilities  and  are  moderate,  the
buyer will choose to purchase energy considering that the cost
of  load  shedding  is  higher.  Meanwhile,  the  seller  will  sell
energy  at  the “medium  price” to  get  a  higher  payoff  and
ensure  that  it  does  not  affect  the  buyer’s  willingness  to  pur-
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Fig. 12.     The pricing results among MG 1 − MG 4.
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p1chase energy. When the initial probability  is high, the seller
will sell energy with a “high price” to improve the payoff.

P1 = 0 q1 = 1 0.333 ≤ p1 < 0.666 q2 = 1
0.666 ≤ p1 ≤ 1 q3 = 1

p1

As  shown  in Fig. 15,  after  using  the  fuzzy  logic-based
method,  the  selection  process  is  static.  The  sale  price  is
decided  by  the  purchasing  probability  of  the  buyer.  In  this
case, the membership relationship is designed as below: when

,  then ;  when ,  then ;
when ,  then .  However,  based  on  this
method, the final selection of pricing strategy is not still opti-
mal, e.g., when  is 0.5, as shown in Fig. 14(a), the seller will
get  more  payoff  by  choosing “high  price”.  However,  the
choice given by the fuzzy logic-based method is to select the
“moderate price”.

p1 = 1 q1 = 1 q2 = 0
q1 = 1 q1 = 0.4

p1 = 1 q1 = 0 q2 = 1
q2 = 1 q2 = 0.6

s′11 = 0.4/(1−q1) s′12 = 0.6/
(1−q2)

To  verify  the  effect  of  the  penalty  mechanism,  when  the
seller changes its price, the following settings are carried out:
1)  The  initial  probabilities  are ; ; ,  and  the
seller  will  replace  with  at  the  10th  iteration.
2)  The  initial  probabilities  are ; ; ,  and  the
seller  will  replace  with  at  the  10th  iteration.
Among the above scenarios,  and 

. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 16.

It  is  observed  that  when  the  seller  changes  its  strategy,  it
also  affects  the  strategy  of  the  buyer,  but  after  several  itera-
tions,  the  strategies  chosen are  the  same as  the  original  ESS.
With  the  penalty  mechanism,  even  if  the  seller  changes  the
sale  price,  the  mechanism will  still  make  the  seller  sell  elec-
tricity  according  to  the  optimal  price,  and  will  not  affect  the
strategy  of  the  buyer.  This  mechanism  helps  to  restrain  the
behavior of both sides of the trading.  

C.   Case  III:  Verify  the  Effect  of  the  Dynamic  Regulating  Path
Planning Method

In  this  section,  taking  the  pricing  in  trading  between  the
CPMGC and the load as an example, the effect of path plan-
ning  is  verified  and  the  relevant  parameters  are  shown  in
Table VII, where node 1 represents the game center; nodes 2,
3, 4, 5, and 6 represent MG 1, MG 2, MG 3, MG 4, and MG
5.  Based  on  the  calculation  process  from  (23)  to  (25),  the
importance degree of  data  can be calculated.  To simplify  the
simulation steps and mainly highlight the effects of path plan-
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Fig. 13.     The obtained pricing results with MG 4.
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Fig. 14.     Game results based on evolutionary game.
 

 

TABLE VI 

Pricing Results Considering Adding MG 4

Iteration

Parameter

d1; price1

($/(MW·h))
d2; price2

($/(MW·h))
d3; price3

($/(MW·h))
d4; price4

($/(MW·h))

The 1st iteration
454.9;
654.9

477.4;
657.4

499.9;
659.9

517.4;
667.4

The 2nd iteration
−16.2128;
638.6872

−4.9047;
652.4953

6.1479;
666.0479

14.9498;
682.3498

The 3rd iteration
−8.1053;
630.5819

−2.4513;
650.044

3.0750;
669.1229

7.4760;
689.8258

The 4th iteration
−4.0527;
626.5292

−1.2257;
648.8183

1.5375;
670.6604

3.7380;
693.5638

The 5th iteration
−2.0263;
624.5029

−0.6128;
648.2055

0.7688;
671.4292

1.8690;
695.4328

The 6th iteration
−0.8208;
623.6821

−0.1141;
648.0914

0.5768;
672.006

1.1269;
696.5597

The 7th iteration
−0.5066;
623.1755

−0.1532;
647.9382

0.1922;
672.1982

0.4672;
697.0269
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∂d
∂price1

∂d
∂price2

∂d
∂price3

∂d
∂price4

∂d
∂price5 maxmiddlel.input =

maxmiddlel.output = 5 ConditionAttk = 12%

ning,  the  following  settings  are  selected  directly  as  >
 >  >  > ; 

 (for all middle node); 
(for  all  attributes).  Thus,  in  a  normal  situation,  the  planned
communication topology is shown in Fig. 17. As shown in the
results  in  this  figure,  the  path  planning  strategy  can  effec-
tively construct connection paths to support the completion of
the pricing task.  Moreover,  the planned paths are optimal for
these MGs.

Meanwhile,  so  as  to  verify  the  matching  effect  between
dynamic planning and the importance degree of data, the fol-
lowings are set: the importance degree of Price1 > the impor-
tance  degree  of  the  interactive  coefficients  of  MG 1,  and the
two  types  of  data  need  to  be  transmitted  to  the  game  center
through different paths. Thus, the data upload path should be
changed from Fig. 17(a) to Fig. 18.

In normal, different data can also be transmitted by the dif-
ferent paths to the destination. For example, the price1 will be
transmitted to the game center through node 2 − node 3 − node

1;  interactive  coefficients  of  MG  1will  be  transmitted  to  the
game center through node 2 − node 1.

To  further  verify  the  effect  of  the  dynamic  regulating
method,  three  types  of  scenarios  are  carried  out:  1)  MG 5  is
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Fig. 15.     Probabilities results based on the fuzzy logic-based method.
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Fig. 16.     Game results based on evolutionary game in Case III.
 

 

TABLE VII 

Related Parameters in Path Planning

Channel
Security
risk (%) Channel

Security
risk (%)

Channel 12 10 Channel 21 10

Channel 13 2 Channel 31 2

Channel 14 9 Channel 41 9

Channel 15 100 Channel 51 100

Channel 16 4 Channel 61 4

Channel 23 5 Channel 32 5

Channel 24 6 Channel 42 6

Channel 25 6 Channel 52 6

Channel 26 7 Channel 62 7

Channel 34 8 Channel 43 8

Channel 35 9 Channel 53 9

Channel 36 10 Channel 63 10

Channel 45 10 Channel 54 10

Channel 46 11 Channel 64 11

Channel 56 12 Channel 65 12
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added to  the  system and needs  to  be  connected to  the  down-
loading  communication  network;  2)  The  channel  from  the
game  center  to  MG  2  is  interrupted;  3)  The  data  uploaded
from MG 2 to the game center is interrupted. The simulation
results corresponding to the above three types of scenarios are
shown in Figs. 19−21. The analysis is as follows: in Scenario 1,
the newly added MG will be connected in a common commu-
nication  network  with  other  MGs  and  the  topology  will  be
updated  to  be  optimal.  In  Scenario  2,  the  path  planning
method causes the game center to transmit the pricing instruc-
tion to MG 1, which in turn transmits the instruction to MG 2
to support the seller to sell energy with the calculated price. In
Scenario 3, the path planning method enables MG 2 to trans-
mit  its  initial  pricing  information  to  MG  1  firstly,  and  then
MG 1 will transmit the information to the game center to per-
form the pricing task smoothly.

Compared  with  the  methods  in  [37]  and  [38],  it  finds  that
the  contributed  method  extends  the  optimization  objects  by
involving  a  performance  metric  such  as  security  risk,  etc.
Meanwhile,  the  planned  path  matches  the  importance  degree
of data, which can design a high-performance path to transfer
important data.  

VI.  Conclusion

In  CPMGC,  considering  the  influence  of  the  communica-

tion interruption issue, the game theory and dynamic regulat-
ing method are applied to complete the pricing missions. The
main  designs  are  as  follows:  in  CPMGC  trading  with  load,
based on the generalized game theory, the optimal sale prices
for MGs are selected; in P2P trading, based on the evolution-
ary game theory, the optimal pricing strategy for the seller is
selected; in the two kinds of energy trading in CPMGC, based
on the proposed dynamic regulating method, the communica-
tion interruption issues are addressed.

Finally, Case I has verified that the generalized game strat-
egy can quickly and effectively select the sale prices for MGs.
Compared  with  the  case  without  considering  the  interactive
coefficient,  based on the contributed method, the total payoff
of  CPMGC  has  been  increased.  Case  II  has  verified  that  the
evolutionary  game strategy  and  the  proposed  penalty  mecha-
nism can effectively select the sale prices for the seller. Com-
pared  with  the  existing  logical-based  methods,  the  con-
tributed method makes the game result more reasonable. Case
III has verified that the dynamic regulating method can recon-
struct  a  suitable  path  for  interrupted  data  or  instructions,
which  has  addressed  the  communication  interruption  issue
effectively.  Compared  with  the  existing  path  planning  meth-
ods,  the  contributed  method  will  additionally  make  the
planned path match the importance degree of data.

As the description in Section I, regarding two kinds of com-
munication issues,  the problem of device failure is  addressed
in  this  study.  In  the  future,  we  will  consider  how  to  effec-
tively  realize  the  pricing  for  CPMGC  when  data  integrity  is
broken.
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